POLICE REPORT
IS UNMASKED
T

he city of Peoria spent 989 days,
an undocumented number of
staff attorney hours and may
be responsible for tens of thousands of dollars in opposing
lawyers’ fees to keep secret a police
officer’s report detailing the alleged
on-duty conduct of two fellow ranking commanders.
What activity described in the
report demanded such a protective
response?
The officers — two male sergeants
— often went home while they were
on the taxpayer-funded clock, according to the report.
And the practice of spending working hours on personal activities was
so commonplace in one of the Peoria

Police Department’s most specialized
units that one of those sergeants
coined a euphemism for leaving
early: “checking the perimeter.”
Rank and file officers in the plainclothes unit adopted the phrase,
the special report noted. So did the
sergeant’s supervisor.
That’s the theme of the six-page
document written July 12, 2013, by
then-Sgt. Kerrie Davis that has been
the subject of a legal endurance
contest contrasting the city’s interpretation of the Illinois Freedom of
Information Act against the Journal
Star’s contention of valid public interest.
After the initial FOIA request on
Sept. 9, 2013, and subsequent denial,

Can-do
attitude
is his way
of life

After the city’s more than two-and-a-half year
battle to keep it under wraps, the release of a
special Peoria police document details allegations
that ofﬁcers often went home while they were
on duty and on the clock.
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the case progressed through three
judicial arenas: the public access
counselor at the Illinois Attorney
General’s Office, then circuit court
in Peoria County, and, finally, the
Third District Appellate Court in
Ottawa.
The Journal Star prevailed in
each case, and City Manager Patrick
Urich released the report on May 25,
near the end of the one-month deadline after the appellate court ruling
for the city to petition the Illinois
Supreme Court to hear the case.
The Freedom of Information law
allows prevailing plaintiffs to recover attorney’s fees from government
bodies. The Journal Star will petition the court to require the city pay

INSIDE

its $21,000 legal bill in the case.
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Silver Streak is nothing
but golden at state meet

Students turn their tassels to the left as they ofﬁcially graduate at the Marriott Pere Marquette Cotillion Ballroom in Peoria on May 20. Quest Charter Academy held a commencement ceremony for the
class of 2016, the ﬁrst for the school.

Galesburg senior and University
of Illinois recruit Josh Eiker
was in a class by himself in the
3A boys track and ﬁeld state
ﬁnals, winning 100- and 200meter titles for the second year
in a row. C1

Quest Charter Academy’s ﬁrst graduates are now heading off to college
as Peoria’s only charter school moves in its own new direction

T

hey are the first 39 graduates of Quest Charter
Academy.
More than 400 family
members, friends, teachers and other school
leaders filled the Marriott Pere Marquette’s
Cotillion Ballroom last
Friday to cheer as they
walked across one stage
and onto the next stage of life.
The school’s director, Nicole Wood, told the
graduates they were “a special class,” one that
took a chance on a school starting from scratch
six years ago.
Engin Blackstone, the first of the school’s
three principals since it opened, drove from St.
Louis, where he now lives.
“I wanted to see this moment,” Blackstone
said.
Former Caterpillar Inc. CEO Glen Barton, the
school’s fairy godfather and first board president, offered yet another gift, $500 scholarships
each to the top three students.

After 90 minutes of pomp and circumstance,
the Quest Charter Academy’s class of 2016
marked another first. They became the charter
school’s first alumni.
“We were always on the cutting edge,” said
class valedictorian Nathaniel Zietlow, from
taking the first Advanced Placement calculus
course to fielding the first
basketball team.
Of the 39 graduates, 21 are
 Ex-Caterpillar
registered at Illinois Central
CEO, his wife have
College, 14 at four-year univerbeen instrumental
sities and one is going into the
for Quest. Page A16 military. Three haven’t reported their plans to administrators, which makes it hard to say, for now, if the
school met its founding promise of a 100 percent
college acceptance rate for all graduates.
As the first graduates head off in new directions, Peoria’s only charter school is again
charting its own new direction.
Quest — which focuses on science, technology and math, or STEM — will begin operating
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READ THE DOCUMENTS:
Check out the full report
on our website.
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 KEY FIGURES
A list of the key players in
the Peoria police report.
Page A18

Please see POLICE, Page A17

MORTON

hough paralyzed from
the waist down, no
one gets around town
like David Brown.
On bald
tires and
a weak
battery, his
motorized
wheelchair
putters
throughout
Morton,
pulling
along a
wooden,
two-wheel cart that he
hopes to fill each day with
empty cans and other
recyclable metals. A typical
route can cover almost 10
miles over several hours,
often taking him alongside
heavy traffic and rumbling
rigs. But that’s the price the
54-year-old pays to stretch
his disability checks and
live on his own.
“I love this kind of
work,” he says, smiling and
sweating, two things he
does often.
His previous work took
Brown from his native Pekin and eventually landed
him in a wheelchair. Two
decades ago, the concrete
worker opted for a change
of scenery and climate
in Florida. In 2008, while
working on a driveway,
Brown slipped and fell
backward, cracking his
head and breaking his
neck. He lost all movement below his abdomen,
meaning he’d forever need
a colostomy bag to collect
body waste.

 WHAT HAPPENED?
A timeline of events in
the Journal Star’s legal
battle over police report.
Page A18

The special report has existed on
the margins of several events and
has direct links to two major Peoria
police issues: the Don’t Shoot antigun and gang violence initiative and
a pattern of alleged disparate treatment of certain officers, including
discrimination toward women.
Davis became one of three sergeants in the newly minted Target Offender Unit at the beginning of 2013,
when the department disbanded the
vice and street crimes units to create
the new group, known among officers
as the TOFU unit, to accomplish the
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Continued from Page A1
goals of the Don’t Shoot
program.
Davis also was the only
female in the 23-member
unit, which retained all
but one officer from a vice
unit plagued by troubles,
the most recent a member’s
drunken driving crash and
attempted cover-up in August 2012. Donna Nicholson
was the vice unit’s asset
forfeiture officer and its
only female member before
TOFU was born Jan. 6, 2013,
when she was reassigned to
the patrol division.
Nicholson’s experience,
as documented in police reports and court documents,
bears some resemblance to
the way police administration handled Davis and her
claims.
Nicholson has engaged
in various legal skirmishes
with the city after discovering surreptitious surveillance devices monitoring
her activity several times.
Hidden video cameras recorded her work area, and
one of the vice unit’s GPS
tracking devices ended
up on her department-issued take-home vehicle,
according to police reports,
documents filed in state
and federal courts and complaints filed with the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission.
Nicholson obtained an
order of protection in 2011
against fellow officer Jeffrey Wilson, who denied the
accusations of using department-owned equipment to
stalk Nicholson. The city
paid more than $100,000
to attorneys representing
Wilson in the civil stalking case, citing a “duty to
defend” clause in the police
union contract.
The court sided with
Nicholson, who still works
as a patrol officer, pointing
to Wilson as the person
responsible for the GPS device. But former Chief Steve
Settingsgaard allowed Wilson to keep his job, claiming
multiple times over the last
five years that Wilson had
convinced him someone else
in the vice unit may have
had the technical skill to operate the surveillance tools.
But in her federal lawsuit
against the city that has yet
to be resolved, the former
chief reversed course. In a
deposition taken March 13
and cited in a response to a
motion for summary judgment, Settingsgaard said

he thought Wilson lied and
believed Wilson was responsible for the GPS.
“I didn’t believe that it
was someone else who had
done it,” Settingsgaard
said. “I still believe it was
Wilson.”
Nicholson claims in her
federal discrimination case
that the GPS tracking device
ended up on her vehicle the
same day that she was ordered to issue a check from
the asset forfeiture account
for a promotional video
praising
Settingsgaard’s
nuisance abatement vehicle
program — an expense she
protested to the chief as an
improper use of seized drug
money.
Davis makes a similar allegation of suspect timing
as the driving force behind
the internal investigation
that led to her special report
about other officers’ activities. In a deposition given
March 22 in Nicholson’s case
and filed May 13 in federal
court, Davis explained that
then-Capt. Mike Eddlemon
notified her July 9, 2013, of
an internal investigation
focused on tracking her
whereabouts while on duty.
The meeting with Eddlemon came one day after Davis requested a meeting with
Settingsgaard to discuss why
she had been passed over for
a promotion to lieutenant
for a second time. Instead,
a male sergeant who had
scored lower than Davis on
the promotional exam was
promoted, she said.
“My phone was seized,
my work phone, and the
GPS
information
was
downloaded off of that,”
Davis said. “From that, they
ascertained that I had gone
home on duty, which I freely
admitted.”
But Davis, as also recounted in the deposition, gave
Eddlemon a blunt assessment of the situation and
pointedly asked whether
any of her colleagues, particularly others of identical
rank in the unit, faced the
same scrutiny.
“I said that I felt that I was
being targeted during this
investigation because of
the fact that everyone else in
the unit went home and specifically the other two sergeants that were assigned
to the unit went home on a
regular basis, and I was told
not to worry about anybody
else, I needed to worry about
myself,” Davis said in the
deposition.
The next day, however, Davis received word through
her direct supervisor that

Eddlemon issued an order
for her to write a special report by the end of the week
detailing her allegations
against the other two TOFU
sergeants, Brad Dixon and
Michael Mushinsky.

Checking the perimeter
In the first six months
of the TOFU unit’s mission to fulfill the goals of
the Don’t Shoot initiative,
it was common for officers
and sergeants to disappear
for hours at a time, letting
others know they were going home or simply leaving
without notice, Davis wrote
in her special report.
Mushinsky
jokingly
referred to the practice of
leaving early as “checking
the perimeter.”
Dixon was building a new
home in Dunlap and would
leave for extended periods
to monitor construction.
When the house was ready,
other officers from the unit
helped him move his belongings — while they were on
duty, Davis said in her special report.
“(Mushinsky’s) officers
would often come into the office looking for him after he
had left, and when I would
respond that he wasn’t
there, they would laugh
and say that he must be out
checking the perimeter,”
Davis wrote.
Mushinsky told the Journal Star this week he was
frequently absent from the
TOFU office toward the end
of his first assignment to
that unit in 2013 because
he had been promoted to
lieutenant and was training with the patrol division, where he was about to
transfer.
“I did not tell Davis this
because she was passed
over for promotion and I
was promoted,” Mushinsky
wrote in a statement to the
Journal Star. “Telling Davis
that I was training with the
lieutenants would have been
rubbing salt in a wound. I
assume that the lies in the
Davis report are retaliation
for me being promoted over
her.”
The other officers and officials mentioned in Davis’
report or who dealt with the
case through the Police Department or the city, including Urich and Mayor Jim
Ardis, either could not be
reached or did not respond
to a request for comment.
In her testimony at the
deposition in Nicholson’s
case in March, Davis described a general free-for-all
atmosphere in the Target
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Offender Unit offices, which
are separate from the rest of
the department and generally off limits to other officers
and command staff.
“On a daily basis, I saw a
lot of people watching TV,
and I saw a lot of people
watching YouTube videos
and shopping for guns on
the Internet and disappearing for hours at a time,”
Davis said.
Davis also noted in her
special report that Dixon
would leave for hours at a
time and then mark down
overtime. She did not make
the same allegation toward
Mushinsky, who has since
been promoted to lieutenant
and is now in charge of the
Target Offender Unit.
According
to
payroll
records,
Dixon
made
$127,399.08 in 2013 with
$34,967.99 from overtime
— the second highest paid
officer in the unit that year
and one of the top earners
in the entire department. In
the same year, Mushinsky
moved out of the Target
Offender Unit on June 21
because of a promotion. In
just less than six months,
he claimed $12,465.31 in
overtime.
Davis lamented in the special report a particular conversation with a new supervisor and, ultimately, feeling

like she had no choice but to
speak out about the way she
and others skipped out on
work because of the internal investigation and threat
to her employment.
When then-Lt. Loren Marion III took over TOFU after
Eddlemon was promoted to
captain in May 2013, Davis
said she approached him
about the untenable personnel situation.
“I told him that I was glad

he had come to the unit and
that there was a big problem
with a lack of accountability, with the sergeants disappearing and no one knowing
what the guys were doing or
where anyone was,” Davis
wrote. “I told him I was
guilty of the same thing, as
well, since that seemed to
be the common practice up
here. I told him I wanted

Please see REPORT, Page A18
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A look at key
ﬁgures in the
police report
JOURNAL STAR FILE PHOTO

TIMELINE OF EVENTS IN LEGAL BATTLE
From the initial request to the time the record was relinquished, the Journal Star waited more than two and a half years to
receive a special report written by a Peoria police sergeant detailing what it was like to work in the Target Offender Unit during the
ﬁrst full year of the Don’t Shoot anti-gun and gang violence initiative.

Sept. 9, 2013:

The Journal Star ﬁled a Freedom of Information request for materials, including a special
report written by police Sgt. Kerrie Davis on July
12, 2013.

Sept. 16, 2013:

The city denied release of the special report,
citing exemptions under the Illinois Freedom
of Information Act: The record was created in
the course of an administrative enforcement
proceeding and its release would interfere with
pending or active proceedings; and the record
was related to a public body’s adjudication of
an employee grievance or disciplinary case.

Oct. 2, 2013:

The Journal Star appealed the denial to the
Public Access Counselor at the Illinois Attorney
General’s Ofﬁce. The PAC reviews all FOIA responses upon request from either party involved
and has the authority to issue binding decisions
ordering government bodies to release information.

Dec. 2-3, 2013:

Then-Chief Steve Settingsgaard lost the
special report and hundreds of pages of related
investigative material in a grocery parking lot,
where it was found by a panhandler and returned to the department the next day. Two days

REPORT
Continued from Page A17
to get back to work and get more
control over things, and he
agreed.”
She concluded the special report, voicing her distaste for her
own words: “It has not been my
desire to name names and fling
mud at my peers, but by the fact
that I have been singled out for
formal investigation, I have been
forced to do so.”

Lost report

Knowledge of the special
report’s existence publicly debuted in December 2013 when
the Illinois Attorney General’s
Office issued a non-binding opinion on behalf of the Journal Star
that the city should release the
report — in the same week that
Settingsgaard lost a copy of the
document and a trove of related
internal investigation files in a
grocery store parking lot.
A Peoria Heights man who
had been panhandling outside
the Kroger on Knoxville Avenue
near the Illinois Route 6 interchange found a thick black binder marked “confidential” shortly
after a man he recognized as the

later, the panhandler was arrested by members
of the Target Offender Unit for hauling dozens of
grams of heroin back to Peoria from Chicago.
He is now serving an eight-year prison term.

Dec. 5, 2013:
The Public Access Counselor issued a nonbinding opinion instructing the city to release
the special report, concluding the city did not
demonstrate that disclosure of the report would
interfere with pending or actual enforcement
proceedings, nor did it have “any relation to an
adjudication.”

Dec. 12, 2013:
City Manager Patrick Urich announced the
city will not comply with the PAC opinion.

convincing” evidence that the special report
was exempt from disclosure.

Aug. 13, 2014:
The city asked the court for more time to put
together an argument in the case and was
granted leave to ﬁle a brief, staying the earlier
ﬁnding.

Sept. 17, 2014:
The city and Journal Star presented arguments
in the case, and Judge McCuskey again sided
with the newspaper. The city indicated it would
appeal the decision to the Third District Appellate Court in Ottawa.

June 24, 2015:

The Journal Star ﬁled a lawsuit in Peoria
County asking a judge to compel the city to
release the report.

A trio of appellate judges in Ottawa listened
to oral arguments in the case, with one judge
commenting that “a semi-truck could drive
through” the loophole the city argued for in the
FOIA exemptions.

June 12, 2014:

April 18, 2016:

The city ﬁled a response to the lawsuit claiming, in part, the PAC opinion was based on only
a sampling of the special report, not the entire
document, which was not submitted for review.

The appellate judges upheld the lower court’s
ruling, leaving the city with the options of
releasing the report or petitioning the Illinois
Supreme Court to hear the case.

Aug. 11, 2014:

May 25, 2016:

Peoria County Circuit Judge Michael McCuskey ruled the city did not provide “clear and

Urich released the special report to the
Journal Star.

May 1, 2014:

police chief drove by him, offered a few dollars and asked if
he had seen the folder.
The next day, the panhandler,
Damian S. Worden, brought the
binder to the Peoria Police Department and personally handed
it over to Settingsgaard. Worden
asked for a reward, and the chief
gave him $20 from his pocket, according to Worden and police.
Inside the binder was Davis’
special report, along with the full
investigative file on the time she
and the other TOFU sergeants
spent at home while they were on
duty, according to sources and a
general description of the documents inside the binder provided
to the Journal Star by Worden.
Two days after returning the
binder, officers with the TOFU
unit arrested Worden as he and
his girlfriend were crossing the
McClugage Bridge back into
Peoria with dozens of grams
of heroin they had picked up in
Chicago, according to police and
court documents.
At the time of the arrest,
police called the timing coincidental, but Davis’ testimony
in the deposition suggests that
Worden — who has since pleaded
guilty to felony drug charges and
been sentenced to eight years in
prison — was not under investi-

gation for being a drug mule before he returned the confidential
binder to the police chief.
“(O)ne of the officers told me
that we had allegedly — that
the Target Offender Unit had allegedly been following him back
and forth to Chicago, and I would
know if we were following somebody back and forth to Chicago,
and I had no knowledge of that,”
Davis said. “I have absolutely no
knowledge of that at all. I had
never heard the man’s name
before.”

Suspension, promotions
Davis was suspended for eight
days based on her acknowledging in her special report that she
went home while on the clock.
The investigation of Davis’
allegations against Dixon and
Mushinsky did not substantiate the accusations against
them, and no discipline resulted.
Settingsgaard retired in 2014
to take an executive security
position with Caterpillar Inc.
Earlier this year, after being
promoted through the ranks to
assistant chief, Eddlemon left
the department, taking a security position with Pinkerton, a
Caterpillar contractor.
Mushinsky remains in the

Target Offender Unit as its
only lieutenant, along with
Dixon, still a sergeant.
Davis transferred to the
patrol division in mid-2014
and filed a complaint with the
EEOC over the times she was
passed up for promotion and
other allegations of disparate
treatment, a move that usually
precedes the filing of a federal
lawsuit. The complaint was
dropped after her promotion.
In October, just before the
promotions list was set to expire and a new round of promotion exam scores were to be
considered, the city created a
new lieutenant’s position and
promoted Davis into it.
Davis currently is a thirdshift patrol lieutenant, working
overnight shifts in uniform.
“You have to understand that
police department is like a
junior high school girls locker
room,” she said when she was
being deposed in the Nicholson
case. “There’s a lot of rumors
and talking. Everybody knows
what’s going to happen before it
happens.”
Matt Buedel can be reached at 686-3154
or mbuedel@pjstar.com. Follow him on
Twitter @JournoBuedel.
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Lt. Kerrie Davis: She was one
of three sergeants and the only
female ofﬁcer in the 23-member
Target Offender
Unit when it
was christened
at the start
of 2013 to
accomplish the
goals of the
Don’t Shoot
initiative. After
coming under investigation in
July 2013 for spending extended
periods of time at her home in
Woodford County when she was
supposed to be on duty, she
wrote a special report detailing
the on-duty activities of her fellow
sergeants in the unit. The Journal
Star waged a protracted legal
battle to obtain the report under
the Freedom of Information Act,
and ﬁnally received the document
this week — 989 days after ﬁling
the request.
Ofﬁcer Donna Nicholson: The
patrol ofﬁcer
served as the
asset forfeiture
ofﬁcer and only
female ofﬁcer
in the vice unit,
which preceded
the Target
Offender Unit,
for a decade
before she was reassigned. In a
pending federal lawsuit against
the city, she claims a fellow
ofﬁcer’s surveillance of her and
the police department’s reaction
to it amount to discrimination
and retaliation.
Lt. Michael Mushinsky: He is
now the commanding ofﬁcer of
the Target Offender Unit, but was
one of the three sergeants in the
unit when it was created at the
start of 2013.
Sgt. Brad
Dixon: He also
was a sergeant
in the newly
created Target
Offender Unit,
a rank and
assignment he
still holds.
Steve Settingsgaard:
The former
chief of the
department,
he retired in
2014 to take a
corporate security job with
Caterpillar Inc. after nine years at
the helm in Peoria.
Mike Eddlemon: The former
assistant chief of the department,
he resigned in
March 2016 to
take a job in
private security
with Pinkerton,
which provides
ﬁre and security services
to Caterpillar.
He was the
lieutenant in charge of the Target
Offender Unit when it was created
and later captain in charge of
that division of the department.

